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About IEEE BRACU SB
The journey of IEEE BRAC University Student Branch started on the 6th of July, 2008.

From the very beginning, the student branch is trying to operate its activities with

utmost professionalism and is very dedicated to advancing technology for the

benefit of humanity. Its recent achievement is winning “IEEE Regional Best

Exemplary Student Branch Award 2020” for exemplary performance as an active

IEEE Student Branch offering technical programs, activities, professional

networking opportunities that enables members in building critical skills.

Words from the Counselor
“As an active and dynamic branch, the goal of IEEE BRACU SB has always been to

inspire students to engage in numerous events for diversifying their knowledge

and helping them to grow into proficient and skilled in different fields since its

inception in 2008. This year has been unquestionably hard on everyone due to

COVID-19 pandemic situation. As the counselor of IEEE BRACU SB, I feel

exceedingly happy of the works and achievements that we have made through

during this tough time. With the addition of two new chapters ‘Robotics and

Automation Society’ and ‘Aerospace and Electronic Systems Society’, we feel

honored to receive ‘IEEE Regional Exemplary Student Branch Award 2020’ from

Region 10 and the platform has been more standardized with the enormous

response from the students as well. I would like to congratulate the entire team for

their hard work and achievements for the Student Branch and wish them all the

best for the upcoming future.”

– Prof. AKM Abdul Malek Azad, Counselor, IEEE BRACU SB

Words from the Chair
“Being the Chair of IEEE BRACU SB is the most exciting experience for me. During

this time, I have learnt the way of professionalism through its activity. Also, I must

thank to my other Executive Committee Members whose tireless working and

devotion towards IEEE BRACU SB encouraged me to make it a standard looking

Student Branch even in the time when the whole world was fighting against

COVID-19. I also want to show my gratitude to Prof. AKM Abdul Malek Azad,

Counselor of IEEE BRACU SB, for trusting me and offering this dynamic leadership.”

– Tahmidur Rahman, Chair, IEEE BRACU SB
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IEEE BRACU SB introduced 

Robotics and Automation Society (RAS)

A Successful Petition for RAS:

IEEE Robotics and Automation Society (RAS) started its journey since it got the approval on 27th May, 2020. Initially,

to open this new chapter, a petition was submitted to the IEEE USA by Tahmidur Rahman, Chair, IEEE BRACU SB

on 18th May, 2020. Md. Khalilur Rahman, PhD was appointed as the RAS Chapter Advisor by A.K.M Abdul Malek

Azad, Branch Counselor, IEEE BRACU SB. Dr. Khalil took the responsibility to lead the chapter with his vast

experience in Robotics and Automation fields. The chapter started its journey with 26 energetic members. RAS

Founder Chair Tahmidur Rahman later handed over the responsibility to Mohammad Shakhawat Hossain Fahim to

run the Chapter as a Chair in a proper way.

Figure: Confirmation Letter of RAS Chapter Petition
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IEEE BRACU SB introduced 

Aerospace and Electronic Systems Society (AESS)

A Successful Petition for AESS:

On 8th June, 2020 IEEE USA approved a petition for the opening of a new student branch chapter named IEEE

Aerospace and Electronic Systems Society (AESS) BRAC University Student Branch Chapter which is the first of its

kind in Bangladesh. It focuses on the advancement of large-scale integrated interoperable systems, deals with

total electronic systems and enables technologies. Branch Chair- Tahmidur Rahman and Branch Secretary- Din

Mohammad Zubair of the IEEE BRACU SB, spearheaded the opening of this chapter. The duo started conducting

intensive research on how to initiate this chapter in Bangladesh from the beginning of this year, after becoming

members of the executive body of IEEE BRACU SB. Tahmidur initiated the petition to open this new chapter from

his IEEE account and requested for approvals. Meanwhile, Zubair worked on encouraging other students to join

AESS, and collecting their signatures for the petition. He further gathered required endorsements from Abdulla Hil

Kafi, Developer BRAC Onnesha, AESS Chapter Advisor; and Dr. AKM Abdul Malek Azad, PhD, Branch Counselor of

IEEE BRACU SB.

Figure: Confirmation Letter of AESS Chapter Petition
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IEEE BRACU SB: Winner of 

IEEE Regional Exemplary Student Branch Award 2020

IEEE is the world’s largest technical professional organization and IEEE BRACU SB is not only a part of it but also

has now marked its ground as one of the most significant branches around the world. It has been a bigger success

for IEEE BRACU SB as they received the ‘IEEE Regional Exemplary Student Branch Award 2020’ under Region-10,

Bangladesh Section. IEEE BRACU SB is one of the most active and vibrant student organizations in BRAC

University. From the very start of their journey till now, it has faced lots of ups and downs but 2019-2020 brought

them a new ray of hope and motivation with many achievements. The change throughout these years has now

made IEEE BRACU SB one of the inspiring examples among all the other student branches in Bangladesh section

as well as other global student branches. Today’s IEEE BRACU SB is more confident and dedicated than ever and

they have now truly gone global with their hard work.

Figure: Certificate of Appreciation
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Highest IEEE BRACU MEMBERS in 13 years of IEEE BRACU SB history

YEAR IEEE BRACU 

MEMBERS

GROWTH

RATE

2008 48 -

2009 39 -23.08%

2010 37 -05.13%

2011 54 45.95%

2012 28 -48.15%

2013 45 60.71%

2014 20 -55.55%

2015 34 70.00%

2016 59 73.59%

2017 72 22.03%

2018 108 50.00%

2019 217 100.93%

2020 283 30.41%

IEEE BRACU SB promotes their membership through hosting

a large membership campaign at the campus to bring

cohorts of new faces, along with bringing the old members

to renew their membership. The campaign is carried out by

dedicated student volunteers where they explain and

display the global significance and benefits of joining IEEE

Student Branch along with it’s Student Chapters via

presentations and videos. Secondly, by engaging all Faculty

Members (i.e. Lecturers, Professors, Teaching Assistants and

Research Associates) of the university to promote the

importance and benefits of joining IEEE, IEEE BRACU SB

obtains a huge number of student enthusiasts. Lastly, by

using lucrative IEEE posters, leaflets and board designs, we

draw more new members. In 2019, IEEE BRACU SB had the

highest retention rate. 2020 is just the continuation of

previous year by maintaining highest IEEE Members which is

283 (till 22/12/2020).
Table: IEEE BRACU MEMBERS: 2008 -2020

Graphical Representation: IEEE BRACU MEMBERS: 2008 -2020
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[Due to COVID-19 pandemic, most of the events of IEEE BRACU SB could not take place on 

campus. As per the direction of Bangladesh Government, all educational institution was 

closed sine die from March, 2020. Therefore, IEEE BRACU SB continued its activity online 

from the very beginning of the lockdown. IEEE BRACU SB was pretty determined to keep 

people charmed and do not let them suffer by frustration by doing various educative 

online activity dedicated to advancing technology for the benefit of humanity. ]



Event 1 : Seminar on “Detection of 

Counterfeit Electronic Components and 

Anti-Counterfeit Authentication Tags” 

by Dr. Mehdi Anwar

IEEE BRACU SB organized a seminar on “Detection

of Counterfeit Electronic Components and Anti-

Counterfeit Authentication Tags” on Monday,

January 13th, 2020. The seminar was organized with a

lot of enthusiasm and participation of students

coming from different backgrounds. The guest

speaker, Dr. Mehdi Anwar, serving as full professor in

the Electrical and Computer Engineering at the

University of Connecticut, USA, talked about the

counterfeit and its disadvantages and effects in the

IC chip markets and the precautions of declining the

counterfeit problems and increase authenticity of

the IC chip. Dr. AKM Abdul Malek Azad, Counselor,

IEEE BRACU SB, was also present in the seminar.

The seminar started with the short opening speech

by Dr. AKM Abdul Malek Azad, Counselor, IEEE

BRACU SB, thanking the guest speaker and the

students to come here and attend the seminar,

before finally handover the stage to Dr. Mehdi. At

the beginning of the seminar, Dr. Mehdi discussed

about what counterfeit is and highlighted some of

the sources of the counterfeit.

Later on the seminar, he discussed about some

methods to detect those counterfeit materials.

Some stages and steps were shown and discussed

by him through the slides which includes visual

inspection, comparison with reference materials,

scanning the materials and so on. The area where he

and his team is currently researching on is the 3rd

stage which is for scanning purpose. They use the

method called Terahertz (THz) which deals with long

wavelengths and image processing to detect the

counterfeit. One drawbacks that Dr. Mehdi

mentioned is that this THz method doesn’t provide a

clear image processing because of its dealing with

long wavelength. To get the perfect clear image,

they use x Rays, although he’s encouraged the

audience to come research for the clear image

processing through THz method. One advantage of

THz method that Dr. Mehdi mentioned is about

calculation accuracy which is almost perfect and

easier to determine the amount of counterfeit any

material has according to the calculation.

At the end part of the seminar, Dr. Mehdi discussed

about the possibilities of measuring structures, its

written patterns and talked about the results about

whether it will be a successful project or not. Right

now, better image processing and proper filter

methods are quite important for going through all

the process he’s discussed so far in his lecture.

Finally, he concluded his speech thanking everyone

and encouraging everyone to take steps to innovate

something new. He also advises to maintain the

work ethics properly. The session ended with a sort

photo session with the guest speaker and the

students’ altogether and a small snacks session for

refreshment.

Event 2 : Seminar on “Journey of 

Transformers from Design to Production” 

by “REVERIE” and “Energypac”

IEEE BRACU SB with a collaboration with IEEE PES

BRACU SBC and IEEE PES BDC successfully

organized a seminar on "Journey of Transformers

from Design to Production" on Sunday, January 26th,

2020. Engr. Rabiul Alam, CEO, Energypac

Engineering Ltd., and Md. Jahangir Al Jilani,

Managing director, Reverie Power, and Automation

Engineering Ltd, were the guest speaker for the

seminar who conducted the whole session. Prof.

Mohammad Tamim, Pro-Vice-Chancellor of Brac

10



University, Prof. Arshad Chowdhury, Dean of

Engineering and Computer Science of Brac

University, Prof. Shahidul Islam Khan, Chairperson of

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering

of Brac University along with other Faculty Members

were present at the Seminar.

The main event began by a short description of the

guest speaker, Md. Jahangir Al Jilani, before he was

called on the stage to start the seminar. He showed

his gratitude by thanking everyone, especially IEEE

BRACU SB and IEEE PES BRACU SBC for organizing

and inviting him in such an event. He started by

talking about the establishment of REVERIE, an idea

to reduce using overprized foreign equipment and

start building and using native equipment in low

prize. Consisting of about 200 Engineers and

approximately 400 workers, REVERIE is a big team to

support to any kind of Electrical solution. He gave a

brief lecture to the audience about the basic ideas

of making the transformer, starting from single line

diagram, various types, switchgear mechanisms,

protection equipment, raw materials etc.

The next part of his speech, he briefly talked about

marine applications provided by REVERIE. He gave a

brief description about how they manage engine

management systems, mixture control terminology,

AFR control systems and other Stuffs. “Let’s dream

big, make innovative ideas, execute them and make

Bangladesh enriched in automation sector,” quoted

Md. Jilani before finishing his speech.

After the session of Md. Jilani, Engr. Rabiul was

introduced on the stage. He started his speech with

a quote, “Don’t be a job seeker, be a job giver.” He

tried to inspire the audiences by sharing his activities

on the commercial sides and achievements and

gave a short briefing about the start of Energypac,

its evolution and the journey to become on of the

largest industry in the subcontinent. He also talked

about the global involvement regarding repairing

and selling transformer and stuffs. Energypac is also

the first Bangladeshi company on power-plant

engineering and electrical service providing stuffs.

Throughout the session, he shared his experiences,

difficulties and journey towards the success with this

company and how they were able to accomplish so

many things and got global recognition. He

expressed his optimism about the power sector in

Bangladesh and inspired the audiences to work in

this huge potential site. He concluded his speech

again thanking everyone and wishing all the best for

the upcoming generations.

The three and a half-hour long seminar ended with

the crest being handed over to the guest speakers

by Prof. Mohammad Tamim, Prof. Arshad

Chowdhury and Prof. Shahidul Islam Khan, photo-

session with the guest speakers, the invited guests

and the audience altogether and a short snack

session for refreshment.

Event 3 : IEEE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN 2020 

[Phase I]

From 2nd to 4th of February of the year 2020, IEEE

BRACU SB organized IEEE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN

2020 to promote new memberships and the

renewal of the previous ones. To make the event

successful, the executive body along with some very

cheerful trained volunteers put in their hearts and

souls and were overwhelmed with the sign ups in

these 3 days at Building 6, Ground Floor in university

premises.

Due to this unbelievable responses from the

students, campaign date was needed to be

extended for 1 day more, after that the campaign

had to be continued in the IEEE BRACU SB Room.

11



This time, a very time-appropriate online method of

signing up was used for increasing the efficiency

where students were supposed to provide very few

compulsory information in an online form and the

rest part was taken care by the IEEE BRACU SB itself.

Thus, very easy and hassle-free membership

process was held and there was also online payment

system by following which students could become

members relaxing at their home during the

campaign.

Moreover, printed leaflets were handed out

throughout the campus to encourage students to

be open to IEEE memberships. As a form of

gratitude the EB members and assigned volunteers

handed out chocolates and for a warm welcome to

the IEEE family. The EB members and well pre-

trained volunteers individually attended to

everyone’s queries regarding the details of

membership.

After the campaign, a total of 138 people

successfully became members through this

campaign of 2020. This has been the highest

number members recruited till now in the IEEE

BRACU SB within the first half of the year and the

IEEE BRACU SB believe to take this number even

farther and make it a successful Student Branch.

Event 4 : Meeting with Alumni Advisory Panel 

(AAP) & Industrial Advisory Panel (IAP) 

For the very first time, Department of Electrical and

Electronic Engineering (EEE) of Brac University, co-

organized by IEEE BRACU SB, had organized IAP &

AAP Meeting on 22nd February, 2020. 13

representatives from Alumni of Brac University and

14 representatives from different highest ranked

companies of Bangladesh, including their respective

CEOs and directors were present in that meeting.

Professor Shahidul Islam Khan, PhD, the honorable

Chairperson of the Department of Electrical and

Electronic Engineering & Professor Arshad M.

Chowdhury, PhD, Dean of School of Engineering &

Computer Science, conducted the whole meeting

along with the presence of all other faculty

members.

The meeting was divided into two parts. At the

morning session, Alumni Advisory Panel (AAP)

meeting was organized where all alumni had given

their comment about the running curriculum. They

said that in their practical professional life they

cannot always relate their theoretical knowledge

and for that they blamed the education system Brac

University currently have in EEE Department. One of

the alumni said that when he did Control System

Course, he did not really understand what its

function but in real life he really now can understand

what its implication and application. They said if the

theoretical study is appeared to the student

comparing it to the real life use, maybe students will

get more benefitted as well as interested about

learning the course. Another alumni raised the point

of the university not having proper faculties on

Power. He said that power grid has become the

largest developing sector in Bangladesh. The

university cannot just let their EEE graduates throw

away with a degree of no Power based knowledge.

They should be taught Power System in a proper

way so that they cannot only use

the knowledge to cut a good result but also create a

good impact to the power development sector in

Bangladesh. After their opinions, the Chairperson

and the Dean admitted their deficiency and

promised to overcome those obstacles and they

also showed their blue print how they are planning

to change the EEE curriculum. At the end of this

meeting guests were given some gifts. After the

session with alumni, the lunch session started with

12



both party guests. In the afternoon, the

representatives from Industrial Advisory Panel (IAP)

shared their experience and gave their valuable

comments how to organize the curriculum so that it

suits more for the industrial sector of Bangladesh.

They also shared the information what sort of

engineers nowadays they are looking for and what

they are expecting from the new graduates. They

also raised some issues about the quality engineers.

The Chairperson of EEE department took essential

notes and promised that in future he would come

up with a new strategy so that the requirements they

are demanding from the graduates would be

fulfilled successfully. At the end, with all the guests a

nice photo session held. And the organizers

expressed their positive gratitude to arrange such

type of events more often in a year.

Event 5 : COVID-19 Combatants Unification 

Competition (CCUC) 

IEEE BRACU SB and IEEE CS BRACU SBC jointly

organized an online competition-based event from

26th April to 10th may, 2020. The competition,

COVID-19 Combatants Unification Competition,

shortly known as CCUC, an online competition in

particular, was organized to engage more people to

unleash their productivity in this pandemic situation.

The goals of the competition were to assemble the

individuals and teams under one platform who are

fighting COVID-19 in a scattered manner throughout

the nation, acknowledge their efforts and generate

new ideas.

The competition was mainly divided into three

major categories- Graphics, Problem based and

Contest of the Academics, with each category are

divided into more sub-categories to specify the

categories as well. The Graphics was divided into

Cartoon, Poster and Animation; the Problem based

Category was divided into Project Building and

Brainstorming sub-categories and Contest of the

Academics based category was divided into

Academic paper review and Independent Analytics.

These sub-categories are divided to introduce more

versatility and engagement to the competition.

The main challenge of the competition was to

ensure fit and qualified judges, contact with them

and ensure their participation before the

competition and making sure they submit the

marking of each submission of the participants

within time.

The competition was run by a ‘rolling submission

based system’ where the participants could register

for the competition while submitting their sample.

The initial deadline was given to 6th May which later

extended to 10th May based on the overwhelming

request of the participants.

CCUC will be known as a benchmark event for IEEE

BRACU SB with over 72 submissions which is the

highest engagement among any other events

organized so far. 143 individuals from 18 different

institutions participated in the competition. This only

became possible because of widespread publicity,

reaching out to other institutes, interesting contents

and strong judge panels.

The post event activities was very important as the

panel members needed to make sure the markings

are fair and submitted in time by the judges and

ensure equity among the participants.

The Graphics category had the most submission

among the participants. Based on the marking of the

judges the winners were selected based on different

categories and the name of the winners were

announced on 20th May through social Media. After

13



the announcement of winners, each participants

were provided e-certificates through mails within

28th May.

Event 6 : IEEE PES DAY 2020 Activity: 

Webinar on “3 Phase Transformer: 

Design Perspective”

As a part of PES DAY ACTIVITY 2020, IEEE PES BRACU

SBC along with IEEE BRACU SB successfully

organized a webinar on “3 Phase Transformer:

Design Perspective” on Tuesday, May 12th, 2020. The

session was conducted through “Google Meet” by

Mr. Mohaimenul Islam, Research Assistant, Research

and Development Laboratory, Brac University. He is

also serving as Secretary of IEEE PES Bangladesh

Chapter for the year 2020.

The online seminar was productive, educational and

inspiring during this pandemic situation that we are

currently going through. Due to recent pandemic

webinar is recognized the most effective way to run

educative program. IEEE PES Brac University SBC

hereby had chosen the right platform to organize

the event.

The session consisted of the explanation of a 3-

phase transformer, how it works, and about all the

things that happens in a transformer while it

generates electricity. The session started at 9 pm

with an introductory speech from Tahmidur

Rahman, Chair, IEEE BRACU SB. Mr. Islam opened the

talk by sharing some key information with the

audience about the basics of a transformer, the

learning objectives, future job opportunities, and

possible research area. He gave overview of its

history, the inventors, and its primary shapes. He

explored the inside and outside areas of a

transformer and their working mechanisms with

specific diagrams, design perspectives and usage of

these according to the importance. Mr. Islam

highlighted the cooling system of a transformer and

its classifications. He discussed the design,

mathematical calculations, design objectives,

methods of design, etc. In the later part of the

session, Mr. Islam answered question from the

enthusiastic audience. The engagement from the

audiences was huge, filled with curiosity. At the end,

Tahmidur Rahman, Chair, IEEE BRACU SB and

Asaduzzaman Abir, Chair, IEEE PES BRACU SBC

thanked the speaker and expressed gratitude

towards the participants.

Event 7 : Make An Educative Tutorial 

Competition (METC)

Jointly IEEE BRACU SB and IEEE CS BRACU SBC

organized their second competition of the year,

“Make an Educative Tutorial Competition – METC”

from 14 June to 13 July. The aim of the competition

was to make the students capable of building their

own learning materials and make the resources

publicly accessible to all. These would allow other

students to take benefit from these materials and

assist them in their online classes as supplementary

materials. Consequently, it would help discover the

teaching capability inside the young professionals of

Bangladesh.

METC broke the record of the previous competition

COVID-19 Combatants Unification Competition -

CCUC by a huge margin. A towering 195 submissions

were made which is the biggest conquest of IEEE

BRACU in organizing competitions to date. Most of

the submissions came in the genre centered on the

Computer Science and Engineering domain. Apart

from this domain submissions also came from areas

14



like Mathematics, Physics, Statistics, Biology,

Electrical, Business and Economics. Each of the area

was divided into multiple sections to make sure the

submissions covered specific contents of each area.

A total of 13 dexterous faculty members from the

Department of Computer Science and Engineering,

Mathematics and Natural Sciences, and BRAC

Business School served as the honorable judges.

Individual submissions on a rolling basis were taken

from the participants. Moreover, no restriction was

imposed on participation and everyone from

schools, colleges, and universities. The quality

submissions made by the participants along with the

remarks by the judges will be uploaded on the

official YouTube channel of IEEE BRACU SB for the

general mass to use. Since this competition

encountered more participation by a huge margin

compared to any other competition in the past, the

winner announcement date was delayed. After

critical evaluation by the judges, the winners were

announced.

All the participants were awarded participation e-

certificates and the winners were awarded winning

e-certificates. This is a small token to honor the

massive effort given by the participants. This

competition was designed to make the students use

or obtain tutoring and content creating skills. We

hope that they will continue creating quality

contents and keep spreading the light of

knowledge.

Event 8 : RAS Parlance Episode 1: 

Roles of Robotics in COVID-19 Pandemic

by Mr. Abul Al Arabi

IEEE BRACU SB & IEEE BRACU RAS SBC launched the

webinar series related to robotics titles “RAS

Parlance” right after their establishment as a new

chapter for IEEE BRACU SB. The first episode of the

webinar series was held on Friday, 19th June, 2020 on

online platform ‘Google meet’ titled “Role of

Robotics in Pandemic”.

The objective of the webinar basically was to reflect

the true definition of robotics along with how it is

helping to minimize the casualties we face during

pandemics. The main guest for the webinar was

Abul Al Arabi, currently serving as Lecturer, Northern

University, Bangladesh. He’s also one of the founding

committee members of IEEE RAS Bangladesh

Chapter. He’s also serving as student activity chair of

IEEE Bangladesh section and secretary of IEEE

Bangladesh Chapter of current year. The whole

webinar has been hosted by Mohammad Sakhawat

Hossain Fahim, Chair of IEEE RAS BRACU SBC. The

session began with a short introduction of the guest

speaker, Abul Al Arabi by the host before fully

handing over the stage to the speaker to conduct

his speech. Mr. Arabi started his speech by

highlighting some of the activities IEEE RAS

Bangladesh Chapter has been doing over the past

few years, including IEEE RAAICON, IEEE RAS

HACKATHON-CyberPhysical, Training on Motor

Driving for Robotics Applications, Seminar on

Control of Networked and Multirobot System and so

on.

After that, he moved to the main topic, starting with

the idea of industrial revolution and technology.

After sharing the recent activities and current

membership status of IEEE RAS BDS, the speaker

moved to the theme of the webinar. He talked

about the concept of robotics and automation and

what these are all about and talked about the

general concepts and the core differences between

a robot and a bot. After talking about this part in

detail, he mentioned about some robots that had

played significant roles in pandemic times and how

they had been influencing our life and also will do in
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upcoming years like Disinfectant Robot, Sanitizer

Robot, UV Robot in Hospital, UAVs with disinfectants,

Waste Management Robot, Automated Floor

Cleaner, Laboratory, therapy and Hospital

Management Robot and so on. The speaker also

mentioned that so far more than 25 countries are

using robots in this pandemic period, including

usage for public safety, public work, clinical care,

critical infrastructure, laboratory and supply chain

automation and non-hospital care.

Finally, the speaker stated that we have to respond

equally to the world's robotics to contribute to the

4th industrial revolution, unless we may fall behind

and suffer in the long run. In his conclusion, he gave

us good news that IEEE RAS BDC has organized

some Hackathon related to Covid-19, RAS global has

provided the fund to RAS BDS, to help us fight

against the pandemic in next years. The webinar

ended with a question answer session from the

students.

Event 9 : “EnLight: An Online Idea Contest” 

with IEEE PES BDC and IEEE PES AUST SBC

As we know an outbreak of Locust swarms has

occurred in more than 23 countries across East

Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia including our

neighboring countries India and Pakistan

threatening food security. So, immediate measures

must be taken to ensure that the hunger threat does

not become a fully-fledged plague.

Keeping this scenario in consideration, during the

COVID-19 pandemic crisis, IEEE PES BDC, in

association with IEEE PES AUST SBC and IEEE PES

BRACU SBC organized a virtual competitive event

titled as “EnLight: An Online Idea Contest” themed

upon ‘Technical Approach to Prevent Locust Swarm’.

Where the Best Idea would be mentored to

implement in a small Project Scale. Participants were

able to join with both options “SOLO or TEAM”. Solo

participants were able to participate with/without

IEEE membership. Whereas team participations

were required to have at least one IEEE member

with a maximum of 3 members. The submission

process started from mid-May, 2020 with a deadline

of June 20, 2020.

IEEE PES BRACU SBC is thankful to “IEEE Power &

Energy Society Bangladesh Chapter” for giving this

opportunity. Besides, it is grateful to Prof. Dr. Tareq

Aziz (Advisor, IEEE Power & Energy Society AUST SB

Chapter) & Ms. Sharmin Sobhan (Mentor, IEEE Power

& Energy Society AUST SB Chapter) for guiding us to

collaborate with Bangladesh Chapter in arranging

such a great event. Winner & Runner Up of each

segment have received Certificates of Achievement

with a prize money of 3000 BDT & 2000 BDT

respectively. Top 5 teams have got Participation

Certificates.

Event 10 : Webinar on “Learn from the Xperts: 

Research and Curricular Activities” 

by Dr. Mohammad Kaykobad

IEEE BRACU SB along with IEEE RAS BRACU SBC

organized the event named “Webinar Series: Learn

from the Xperts” on the topic “Research and

Curricular Activities” on Thursday, July 9th, 2020. The

main speaker of the webinar was one of the most

popular figures of our country, Professor

Mohammad Kaykobad. Webinar was moderated by

the Advisor of IEEE RAS BRACU SBC. In the webinar,

Dr. Kaykobad mainly talked about how as a country

Bangladesh can prosper and the possible solutions

for various problems we are facing as a nation.

Firstly, he talked about the education system in

Bangladesh, its current state according to his

perspective, point of concerns and positive steps to
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be taken to solve the problems. One of the

major issues we are currently facing is lack of

automation sector and continuously failing to

keep up the pace with the industrial revolution.

One of the solutions is to promote the products

of our own country. In this way, new upcoming

engineers would find it easy to seek for more

jobs easily. Next, Dr. Kaykobad talked about our

internal problems that we are currently facing

as a nation, including the traffic jam problem.

He Kaykobad talked briefly about the different

usage of skills and knowledge that we can

share for our own benefits. Nowadays, there are

students and others who gain so much

knowledge but they somehow fail to utilize

them properly. For that, Dr. Kaykobad

suggested to participate various types of

competition, doesn’t matter if it is as a team or

individual. It is essential for tasting the gain

knowledge in practical fields and helping to

develop a very precious thing called skill, he

said during the latter part of the session. He

ended his speech thanking each and every

audiences present during the session and also

IEEE BRACU SB and IEEE RAS BRACU SBC.

Event 11 : Workshop on “Basics of 

Development Board Programming and ROS”

This year IEEE BRACU SB & IEEE RAS BRACU SBC had

organized a three-day long workshop over the

basics of development board and ROS over the mid

July. The purpose of the training program was to skill

the tech enthusiast pupils in their interested field of

innovation, focused on the development of projects

based on Arduino and ROS.

The workshop was held on 15th , 17th and 19th July

and was initiated by three of the most capable

members of IEEE RAS; Mr. Razin Bin Issa, the former

team leader of the BRACU Mongol Tori Project, Mr.

Firoz Wadud, the current team lead of BRACU

Mongol Tori and Mr. Hashib Ishalm, the team lead of

Network and Communication of the Mongol Tori

team. Together they tried to give the participants

the hand to hand experience of using Arduino

boards and as well as programming them through

virtual open source simulation software, Tinkercad

and finally making them way capable to deal with

those hardwired and create their own

projects. Also, the participants were enlightened with

the differences between different programming

languages like Java, Python, C+, C++ etc. On the last

day of the workshop, there was a segment related to

Robot Operating System (ROS), a very new concept

for Bangladesh but widely used worldwide. ROS is a

flexible framework for writing robot software which

is a collection of tools, libraries and conventions that

aim to simplify the task of creating complex and

robust robot behavior across a wide variety of robot

platforms.

All the participants were honored with certificates

and IEEE BRACU SB considers this event as an

achievement as it satisfied the curious minds.

Event 12 : DORCHESTRA: An Online Video 

Contest on Informational Documentary & 

Promotional Advertisement

IEEE BRACU SB and IEEE PES BRACU SBC

collaboratively organized a successful competition

named “DORCHESTRA: An Online Video Contest on

Informational Documentary & Promotional

Advertisement”. Objective was to filter out the great

and innovative minds out there and provide a

platform to showcase their merits. DORCHESTRA

was a journey towards the overview of the Power &
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Energy Sector across the World. Moreover, it

emphasized on the innovation and professionalism

of individuals and hence prepare them for the

upcoming competitive world. The event was held

from 18th July to 10th August of 2020. And there was

a lot of positive response from the participants. The

submissions from the participants were closed on

10th August at 11.59 PM. After that, submissions from

the participant were checked to find out whether

they have submitted the all necessary files properly.

It was an honor to have Mohaimenul Islam, Secretary

of IEEE PES BDC as our honorable Judge. After

checking all those submissions thoroughly,

Mohaimenul Islam had provided marking for the

Teams and based upon those marks Winner and

Runner Up team was chosen. The result was

announced on 24th August from the Official Page.

The Team Sic Mundas was selected as the Winner of

the Competition. Formalities of the event was later

concluded by distributing Winner & Runner-Up

Certificates among those achievers Team. So, even

though the theme of this event was a completely

new one, it was a successful one and participants

really did a great job to showcase their talent.

Event 13 : IEEE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN 2020 

[Phase II] & Reaching 200 Members Milestone

From 21st to 25th of July of the year 2020, IEEE BRACU

SB organized IEEE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN 2020

(Phase II) to promote new memberships and the

renewal of the previous ones. The whole IEEE BRACU

SB team worked on it totally online. Their individual

approach to the students ensured mass amount of

membership in this phase. Since, the responses was

unbelievable from the students, campaign date was

needed to be extended for 5 days more.

Luckily, the online based Membership Campaign

method that was used for a test run in the Phase-I
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Membership Campaign has turned out most

effective, since the COVID-19 pandemic hit the

whole world and force people to hide in their room.

It was really tough to inspire them to become

members of this proud organization, hence, we

succeeded. This time IEEE BRACU SB managed to

collect its 200 members just in the mid of the year

which is above 90% of the total members collected

in the last year. After the campaign, statistics showed

that more 70 people joined IEEE. Thus the total

members became 208.

Event 14 : Webinar on 

“Satellite Expedition: BRAC Onnesha” 

On the 25th of July, IEEE AESS BRACU SBC and IEEE

BRACU SB successfully arranged and organized its

very event - a webinar titled “Satellite Expedition:

BRAC Onnesha”. The webinar convened at 9:00 PM

local time and sustained till no longer than 11:00 PM

local time. Sajid Hossain, Vice Chair of IEEE AESS

BRACU SBC was appointed as the event moderator

and had successfully executed his obligations

accordingly. The event was executed on Google

Meet, an online platform designed to facilitate

online interactions. In addition, the entirety of the

event was broadcasted live on IEEE AESS BRACU

SBC official Facebook page. Upon prior invitation, Dr.

Arifur R. Khan had expressed his endorsement

towards the event by welcoming the opportunity of

being the event's chief speaker. He was

accompanied by the engineers of BRAC Onnesha –

Abdulla Hil Kafi, Raihana Shams Islam Antara &

Maisun Ibn Monowar.

The webinar commenced with Dr. Arifur giving a

short introduction about him and he also took the

opportunity to express his appreciation towards

such an occasion and the participants’ enthusiasm &

engagement. Subsequently, Vice Chair Sajid Hossain



officially began with a formal introduction of all the

respected speakers of the event, followed by a brief

and insightful talk voiced by Dr. Arifur concerning

his engagement in the BRAC Onnesha project. He

also conveyed his shared experience with the three

engineers in depth to the audience; the work

environment and the challenges they confronted

during their endeavor.

In the final segment, the speakers welcomed the

opportunity of answering some of the queries put

forward by the participants. Moreover, the session

progressed with Mr. Kafi elaborating on the

challenges being faced in an attempt to construct a

sustainable platform for enthusiasts to conduct

further study and research on satellites. In addition,

he had also emphasized on the immense availability

of funding on such projects and also the availability

of collaboration with other institutes. The session

and the webinar concluded with IEEE AESS SBC

Chair Ananna Hossain delivering a brief farewell

speech and the speakers drawing attention to the

immensely increasing growth of the industry and the

different opportunities that await us as a result.

Event 15 : Women Inspiring Webinar: 

DREAM BEYOND: Soar High with Tech 

This year on 26th and 29th July, an extraordinary

event was organized by IEEE BRACU SB entitling

“Dream Beyond”. The program took place in two

phases starring two young female enthusiast who

are doing tremendous jobs in their certain fields and

setting benchmarks.

On 26th July, 2020, IEEE BRACU SB got to experience

the 1st Phase of the Webinar and the speaker of the

show was Syeda Lammim Ahad who is currently

doing her PhD in Leiden University on Astrophysics.

The program started with a wonderful greeting

session and the later parts were very informative and

enterprising. As the motto of this event was to

showcase women empowerment in technological

field, the honorable speaker contented the meaning

of the objective in every inch possible. The major

topics that were discussed in the first segment were

the opportunities in technological field for women,

working environment, required initiatives and

guidelines for future torchbearers.

Later on, the honorable speaker enlightened us

about her career, experience and the field that she is

working on. Astronomy and Astrophysics is one of

the most vibrant fields of Science and Technology

yet not impossible for any being regardless of any

gender as Ms. Ahad reckoned. Ms. Ahad talked

about her research area which involved the space

and its characteristics due to several conditions and

graphics

The second phase of the webinar was held on 29th

July, 2020 and this time we got to introduce with a

very young yet passionate soul, Ms Zahra Marie

Ronizi. She is currently an astronaut trainee and one

of the future Mars Walkers. The event was even more

captivating this time since the speaker exhilarated

the atmosphere with her enthusiastic essence.

Initially, the speaker illuminated the idea of Women

Empowerment and the abstract of feminism. Her

categorical words navigated the audiences to the

path of female emancipation in Science and

technological field.

Gradually, Ms Ronizi talked about her previous

experience on STEM and several milestones that she

conquered by hard work. Being an astronaut is

difficult as long as it is believed difficult she said. Her
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vigorous determination and passionate attitude

towards her goal energized the audience to

facilitate more opportunities no matter how difficult

they seem to be. As the final part of her speech she

shared her experience of being an astronaut trainee,

regular practices, previous groundings from United

space Agency and NASA.

Both of the sessions were supervised by Soptorsi

Paul Shrestha, WIE Coordinator, IEEE BRACU SB and

all of the female executive body members had their

active roles as well.. The webinar not only inspired

the audience to be a part of greater opportunities

but also flamed up their enthusiasm to soar higher

and higher.

Event 16 : Webinar on “Remote Health Care 

System” by  Dr. Ashir Ahmed

On 22th August 2020, IEEE BRACU SB along with IEEE

RAS BRACU SBC organized the 2nd episode of their

series webinar “RAS parlance” over the topic

“Remote Health Care System” with Dr. Ashir Ahmed,

where the speaker tried to show us another picture

of our country's healthcare system and the changes

that are coming in future days.

Dr. Ashir Ahmed is an associate professor at the

department of advanced information technology in

Kyushu University, Japan and director of GCC

project in Grameen Communications, Bangladesh.

His research aims to produce and promote ICT

based social services for the unreached community

in the world. In 2007, he joined Kyushu University as a

guest associate professor under the research

superstar program by Japan Science and

Technology Agency. Through this program,

hedeveloped a joint collaboration with Grameen

and Kyushu University and produced numerous

international projects e.g. GramWeb (a village
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international projects e.g. GramWeb (a village

information platform), ePassbook (an electronic

gadget for the unreached community), $300

portable clinic and IGPF.

The future of healthcare is shaping up in front of our

very eyes with advances in digital healthcare

technologies, such as artificial intelligence, VR/AR,

3D-printing, robotics or nanotechnology, evolving

into a completely new concept where basic health

care facilities and diagnosis and medication for

several diseases has become possible remotely.

Remote healthcare systems involve facilities like

telemedicine, remote patient monitoring systems,

electro-medical devices etc. that allow the doctors

to perform a thorough instrumental diagnosis,

pointing out the issues and medicating them, while

reducing the time and cost of public and private

healthcare and the distribution of drugs. It also

brings patients closer to physicians and pharmacists,

increasing the number of diagnoses performed and

the distribution of drugs needed, improving

prevention and control of general public health. Not

only this, but also people in general can monitor

their health status on a regular basis due to the rapid

advancement of these health care systems.

In the webinar, the speaker talked about some of the

revolutionary steps taken for the advancement of

the healthcare sector in recent days and also in the

past, that have increased the connectivity between

the sufferers and the medics. Having all the modern

facilities while staying in the other corner of the

country has become possible due to the step like

telemedicine. The speaker also addressed the

importance of introducing AI in healthcare. Finally,

they talked about developing a smart health kit for

all the doctors around the country and expected the

involvement of future generations in this noble

cause.



Event 17 : Bootcamp on Native Application 

Development Using Flutter

A Bootcamp on native application development

using flutter was organized by IEEE CS BRACU SBC

due to the massive requests received from the IEEE

CS members during the general meeting held in

July 2020. The Bootcamp took place online from

August 23 to August 26, 2020. The goal of this

Bootcamp was to provide hands-on training on

developing native applications in both Windows and

Mac OS platforms so that the members can kick start

their freelancing careers in midst of the lockdown

caused by COVID-19. No prior knowledge in Flutter

or app development was needed to attend this

Bootcamp. The use of the GitHub repository and

Google developer account was also shown during

the Bootcamp. At the end of the Bootcamp, a

competition was organized to help the participants

showcase their newfound knowledge and skills.

Flutter is Google's portable UI toolkit for crafting

beautiful, natively compiled applications for mobile,

web, and desktop from a single codebase. Flutter

works with existing code, is used by developers and

organizations around the world, and is free and

open source. Flutter is a free and open-source

mobile UI framework created by Google and

released in May 2017. In a few words, it allows to

create a native mobile application with only one

codebase.

The Bootcamp was instructed by MD. AL Imran Sefat,

experienced Flutter and lead IOS developer at

Hishabee Business Manager and coordinated by

Ratul Bin Tajul, a software engineer at Meshtocks and

lead android engineer at Catch Food. The

Bootcamp was broken down into 4 sessions, each

with its unique contents. In the first session the

attendees were able to understand the basis of

Flutter App Development, Installation of the IDE and

Flutter, Dart a programming language to develop a

flutter app, the basis of a beautiful user-friendly app,

project structure breakdown to the simplest level,

why designs are important, analysis of some UI

designs, styling the app components, etc. The

second session guided the attendees to turn their

app idea into a reality where they learnt how to

make an app with complex design, managing

different screens, data models, managing and

defining states etc.

The third session showed how the attendees could

manage different screens and data model to show

screens, routing through the app screens, pass

simple and custom Class type objects, when and

how to use conditional rendering and details of how

one can expand their app to multiple screens

without making their life difficult with the help of

GitHub. The attendees also learnt how to design a

Note app.

The final session taught what APIs are, why they are

important in day to day life and how to work with

them in apps. The attendees understood how to

handle API calls, how to manage the state of the app

when the data is loading, or received or did not even

load in their app. The attendees also built a News

app from scratch using an API in this session.

Flutter aims to be the go-to solution for any

platform you might want to have a graphic interface

on. Flutter already supports iOS and Android, web is

nearing production-ready quality and macOS, Linux

and Windows are on the way, even if somewhat far

from the goal for now.

By the end of the Bootcamp, each attendee had

made their first three applications: A calculator app,

a note app and a new app.
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Event 18 : Webinar on “Technological 

Advances Transforming Pharmaceutical Drug 

Discovery & Bio-therapeutics Development”

by Dr. Mohosin Sarkar from Pfizer

On 23rd August, IEEE BRACU SB successfully

organized and conducted a webinar pertaining to

the pharmaceutical sector which was titled “Recent

Technological Advances Transforming

pharmaceutical drug discovery and Bio-

therapeutics Development”. In addition to being

conducted on an online platform named Google

Meet, the webinar was broadcasted live on IEEE

BRACU SB official Facebook page. IEEE PES BRACU

SBC Chair Asadduzzaman Abir served as the

moderator of the session. The event was endorsed

by two of the most proficient and esteemed figures

in their respective fields; Dr. Mohosin Sarkar, Senior

Scientist at Pfizer Oncology R&D & Rashik Ayan

Akkhar, Automation Validation Engineer at Panacea

Technologies Inc. They both served as the event’s

chief speakers.

The session commenced sharply at 8:00 PM local

time and was concluded by 10:00 PM. Din

Mohammad Zubair, Secretary of IEEE BRACU SB,

commenced the proceedings with an introductory

speech.

Subsequently, Dr. Mohosin Sarkar was given the

spotlight which he utilized to deliver a talk on some

of the key aspects of Pharmaceutics. He spoke

about the different stages and factors involved in

the successful development of a drug where he

emphasized on the minimal potentiality of a drug

being on par with the clinical trial standards. In

addition, he has imparted insight on screening

robotics platform, single cell RNA sequencing,

quantum mechanics & molecular modeling

simulation. Moreover, he also elaborated on his role

at Pfizer oncology and the company’s different

prospects. Finally, he concluded his session with

elaboration on immunotherapy and identification of

tumor selective protein markers.

The subsequent segment of the webinar was

conducted by Engineer Rashin Ayan Akkhar who

initiated his lecture with a short biography of himself

which was followed by other proceedings that

involved talks on different topics; Importance of PLC

in Pharmaceutical manufacturing which can monitor

and manipulate any biotechnological processes with

the employment of minimal manpower, Industrial

Process Control Systems, Sample Ladder Logic

Code, Human Machine Interface (HMI) and

Automation of Glucose Feed of a Fermenter. He

concluded his lecture with a comprehensive talk on

“Waste Processing System Design &

implementation”.

The final segment housed a Question & Answer

session where participants put forward their

respective queries pertaining to the lectures

delivered and answered accordingly by the

speakers. The webinar was concluded by IEEE

BRACU SB Vice Chair Synthia Hossain Karobi & IEEE

AESS BRACU SBC Secretary Ihtyaz Kader Tasawar,

both of them voicing a brief appreciation and

farewell speech.

Event 19 : Webinar on “Smart Grid System” 

by Dr. S. Shahnawaz

IEEE BRACU SB with IEEE PES BRACU SBC

successfully organized a webinar on “Smart Grid

System” on Tuesday, September 15th, 2020. The

session was conducted through “Zoom” by S.

Shahnawaz Ahmed, Professor, Department of

Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Bangladesh

University of Engineering and Technology. He is also
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serving as Director of Directorate of Planning and

Development (DPD). The online seminar was

productive, educational and inspiring during this

pandemic situation that we are currently going

through. Due to recent pandemic webinar is

recognized the most effective way to run educative

program. IEEE PES BRACU SBC hereby had chosen

the right platform to organize the event.

A smart grid is an electricity network enabling a two-

way flow of electricity and data with digital

communications enabling to detect, react and pro-

act to changes in usage and multiple issues.

The session consisted of the explanation of Smart

Grid System, how it works, motive for implementing

smart grid, technologies required, differences

between normal & smart grid, challenges. The

session started at 11 am with an introductory speech

from Asaduzzaman Abir, Chair, IEEE PES BRACU SBC.

Prof. S. Shahnawaz Ahmed opened the talk by

sharing information about the concept of Smart Grid

with the audience. In this segment he discussed how

two-way communications between Grid and overall

distribution system control center is established.

Smart meter from the customer end also keep

connected through the central system.

Later, he discussed about the energy storage

systems to minimize any sudden higher load

demand. A brief idea was given about the sensor

and network system of the smart grid and

challenges regarding the implementation and

modernizing the current infrastructure was

discussed. At the end, Soptorsi Paul Shrestha, Vice

Chair, IEEE PES BRACU SBC had requested the

participant to send their questions regarding the

Webinar topic if they have any and thanked

honorable speaker “Professor S. Shahnawaz Ahmed”

and ended this successful program.

Event 20 : IEEE DAY 2020 CELEBRATION: 

Webinar on “Technology for a Better 

Tomorrow with IEEE” by Dr. Celia Shahnaz 

and Dr. Shaikh Anawarul Fattah

IEEE BRACU SB along with IEEE RAS BRACU SBC

successfully organizes and conducts its long awaited

and most anticipated event - “Technology for a

Better Tomorrow with IEEE: A Virtual Get Together”

to cordially mark the occasion of “IEEE Day 2020”.

The event was advocated and embraced by two of

the most proficient, prestigious and esteemed

figures in the domain of IEEE; Dr. Celia Shahnaz -

Professor, Department of EEE, BUET | Chair, IEEE

Bangladesh Section & Dr. Shaikh A. Fattah -

Professor, Department of EEE, BUET | Chair, IEEE RAS

Bangladesh Chapter. Both of them had strongly

embraced the opportunity and voiced their

ideologies, perceptions and aspirations with regards

to IEEE during the event.

Dr. Celia Shahnaz commenced the initial phase of

the session by conveying her endorsement and

appreciation for the organization of such a high

caliber event through extensive collaboration and

dedication. Dr. Celia Shahnaz voiced a

comprehensive narration of her involvement,

contribution and the numerous events of IEEE she

partook in. Additionally, she also spoke about the

different existing and constituting Chapters of IEEE

Bangladesh Section, the extensive development in

membership growth over the decades, the different

honorary awards and few of the most prominent

and distinguished events organized by different

Chapters of IEEE Bangladesh Section and other
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Sections all across the globe. Moreover, she had also

emphasized on the different potentialities and

future prospects of IEEE Bangladesh Section and its

Chapters and also voiced incentives for amplified

engagement, collaboration and excellence. Finally,

she concluded her speech by sharing a few words of

encouragement, wisdom and appreciation. The

second phase of the session was voiced by Dr.

Shaikh A. Fattah. He provided an overview of his

professional career which was followed by a short

talk regards different chapters in Bangladesh. There

was a Q/A session where enthusiasts were given the

opportunity to put their respective queries and

interests forward which were comprehensively

addressed and clarified by the honorable speakers.

Finally, Dr. Md. Khalil once more took the

opportunity to express his appreciation towards the

honorable speakers for their presence and

esteemed voice. The session was concluded by Vice

Chair of IEEE BRACU SB, Synthia Hossain Karobi.

Event 21 : IEEEXtreme 14.0 

& Preparatory Workshop “FASTLANE” 

IEEEXtreme 14.0, the biggest programming

competition of the year, was held on October 24,

2020. A total of 4132 teams consisting of 9494

participants have participated this year, of which 10

teams were from Brac University. IEEE BRACU SB

Counselor, Prof. AKM Abdul Malek Azad and IEEE CS

BRACU SBC Advisor, Annajiat Alim Rasel were

registered as proctors.

To prepare the members for IEEEXtreme 14.0, a

series of events were organized and was named

IEEEXtreme 14.0 Fastlane as a whole. It really helped

the students who were about to participate the

competition.

1. Webinar on IEEEXtreme 14.0:

The webinar was held on 9 October, 2020 (Friday)

and the speaker was Ms. Shaily Roy who is a Lecturer

of Dept. of CSE, Brac University. The goal of this

webinar was to encourage the students to

participate in IEEEXtreme 14.0. The webinar had

satisfactory participation and different tips and tricks

regarding competitive programming were

discussed. Ms. Shaily Roy is a former competitive

programmer and had been a part of many

programming competitions. She shared her valuable

experiences with the audience which helped gain

valuable insights regarding the competition

beforehand.

2. Competitive Programming Workshop Day 1:

The day-1 of the two-day workshop was held on 10

October, 2020 (Saturday). The instructors were Mr.

Sajjad Ahmed, Data Scientist at Axiata and Samiul

Islam, Competitive Programmer who ranked 5th in

Bangladesh in IEEEXtreme 13.0 in 2019. This workshop

played a pivotal role in providing the students with

on-point information regarding what resources to

use and how to prepare in a short amount of time.

As a plus, insights on the interview questions of the

current job fields of software engineering was

provided by Mr. Sajjad Ahmed.

3. Competitive Programming Workshop Day 2:

Day-2 of the workshop was held on 16 October,

2020. The instructors for this session were Mr. Sajjad

Ahmed, and Ms. Shaily Roy. A mock contest was

organized to provide the participants with a taste of

what to expect in IEEEXtreme 14.0. After the mock

contest, the questions were discussed and different

ways to solve each problem were introduced.
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All the events were conducted online through

Google Meet. These events not only well prepared

the participants but also tested their skills as

competitive programmers, making it one of the

most praised events of the year.

Event 22 : Workshop on 

“Satellite Expedition Contest”

4th December, Friday - IEEE AESS BRACU SBC along

with IEEE BRACU SB successfully organized its long

anticipated virtual workshop corresponding to one

of its most distinguished event “Satellite Expedition

Contest 2020”. The proceedings commenced at

8:00 PM local time and the session was concluded at

around 9:45 roughly. The session was supervised and

monitored by members of the AESS Executive Panel.

Sajid Hossain, Vice Chair of IEEE AESS BRACU SBC

was designated as the event moderator and had

adhered to his obligations accordingly. The event

was executed on an online platform - Google Meet,

due to scarcity of viability and feasibility of the

session being conducted on official campus

grounds. Upon prior consultation and cordial

invitation, Mr. Abdulla Hil Kafi and Ms. Raihana Islam

Shams Antara expressed their profound enthusiasm

in gracing the event with their esteemed voice and

presence.

The session officially commenced with IEEE AESS

BRACU SBC Vice Chair, Sajid Hossain embracing the

honorable speakers with a formal greeting and

introduction. Following the introduction, Mr. Kafi

voiced and demonstrated a comprehensive

introduction of the competition itself, its roots and a

brief overview of the contest. Subsequently, Mr. Kafi

provided more insight on the primary objectives of

the competition, the different evaluation criteria, the

writing format that must be adhered to and had also

put emphasis on the 17 different UN sustainable

development goals that participants must constitute

in their schemes. Additionally, he took the

opportunity to share a few words with regards to the

BIRDS project and further went to onto address

more crucial aspects of the competitions; the

different potential missions, system and design

configurations, operational strategies and

environmental testing.

The final segment was conducted by Ms. Antara,

who took the opportunity to provide more

elaboration on Space Mission Engineering and the

embodied formalities and methodologies.

Subsequently, she also shed light on some of the

crucial aspects of developing a mission – different

types of expenditures involved, establishment and

maintenance of a schedule, and the reliability of the

mission itself. Additionally, she also imparted

extensive insight on the characteristics and

feasibility of different mission ideas, space mission

timeline, and also the different prominent space

committees administering and overseeing different

mission objectives. Moreover, she went on to further

provide some prime examples of space missions by

addressing different objectives, requirements,

constraints and potential alternatives involved.

Finally, the session housed a final Q/A segment

where queries put forward by contestants were

addressed and clarified by the speakers. The event

finally concluded with a short reminder of the

competition’s s and a brief farewell speech relayed

by Ananna Hossain, Chair, IEEE AESS BRACU SBC.

The speakers also took the opportunity to express

their appreciation towards such an occasion, the

organizing committee and also the participants’

enthusiasm & engagement.

Thus, the participants got to know about the

upcoming event “Satellite Expedition Contest”.
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Event 23 : Satellite Expedition Contest 

Fall, 2020 – IEEE AESS BRACU SB announces the

commencement of one of its most prestigious and

distinguished event – Satellite Expedition Contest

2020 (previously titled “Satellite Mission Idea

Contest”). Satellite Expedition Contest seeks for

innovative, inclusive and quality paper submissions

pertaining to micro/nano satellites which could

potentially serve to benefit the general human

society. It encourages enthusiasts to further develop

and enhance their paper writing skills and stimulate

extensive research in the field of Aerospace

Electronics.

The first annual of the event, which was conducted

on official campus grounds, received immense

recognition and embraced engagement from a

large number of enthusiasts. Due to the sustaining

pandemic, the second annual of the competition

was executed and conducted online for the very first

time with an increased prize pool; a grand total of

37,000 BDT for the event was dispensed. Organized

and administered by the Chapter itself, the

organizing committee had also established

collaboration with LaSSET and partnership with

UNICEF Bangladesh and UNICEF Global. The Chapter

had also dedicated significant amount of effort and

time in establishing an affiliation with a very

prominent corporate organization – Akash DTH, who

had agreed upon a financial sponsorship of two of

the Chapter’s most prestigious events and

contributed a very generous fund grant. The event

had also employed services and expertise of

numerous students embodying different

educational institutes from all over the nation, in

order to serve as Event Ambassadors.

On 4th December, the organizing committee

successfully arranged and conducted a workshop.

The workshop addressed different technical and

procedural aspects and also provided a platform for

contestants to put their queries and concerns

forward. The workshop was conducted by none

other than BRAC Onnesha Engineers – Mr. Abdulla

Hil Kafi & Ms. Raihana Islam Shams Antara.

Subsequently, the initial phase also called for paper

submissions from registered teams. The competition

had embraced registration and submissions from a

total of 10 teams.

The final phase of the competition summoned 5

teams as finalists to an online presentation on their

submitted papers. Additionally, a judging panel was

appointed in order to oversee the presentations and

impart evaluation reports. Finally, winning teams

were announced and awarded with the designated

prize money and winning certificates; Team placed

first was awarded an amount of 15,000 BDT, 2nd

place had embraced an amount of 12,000 BDT, while

an amount of 10,000 BDT was awarded to the team

placed 3rd.

Event 24 : Workshop on 

"2nd National CanSat Competition 2020"

5th December, Saturday - IEEE AESS BRACU SBC

with IEEE BRACU SB arranged and organized its long

awaited virtual workshop corresponding to one of its

most distinguished event “National CanSat

Competition 2020”. The session convened at 8:00

PM local time and was commenced shortly after; the

session concluded at around 9:45 roughly. The

session was supervised and monitored by members

of the AESS Executive Panel. Sajid Hossain, Vice Chair

of IEEE AESS BRACU SBC was designated as the

event moderator and had adhered to his obligations

accordingly. The event was executed on an online

platform - Google Meet, due to scarcity of viability

and feasibility of the session being conducted on

official campus grounds. Upon prior consultation
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and cordial invitation, Mr. Abdulla Hil Kafi and Ms.

Raihana Islam Shams Antara had already expressed

their strong interest and enthusiasm in gracing the

event as speakers.

The session officially commenced with Chapter Vice

Chair Sajid Hossain embracing the speakers with a

formal greeting and introduction. It was followed by

a brief introduction of the competition, its roots and

the extensive and significant changes to the

competition under online arrangements, voiced by

Mr. Kafi. Subsequently, he provided more insight on

the primary objectives of the competition, the

crucial criteria and guidelines that contestants must

adhere to; the designated rulebook was used as a

reference all the while. Subsequent to thorough

elaborations on all the significant aspects of the

competition, contestants were provisioned with the

opportunity to put any sustaining queries forward

which was then addressed and clarified by Mr. Kafi.

The final segment was voiced by Ms. Antara, who

took the opportunity to address the competition’s

roots and incentives more comprehensively.

Additionally, she also provided a more detailed and

comprehensive insight on the technical aspects of a

CanSat; the different subsystems & their

constituents, the different required electrical

components and their essential specifications.

Subsequently, Ms. Antara shared her very own

experience by demonstrating practical images and

videos of fabrication, deployment and operation of

her very own CanSat. Finally, the session housed a

final Q/A segment where queries put forward by

contestants were addressed and clarified by the

speakers.

The event finally concluded with a short reminder of

the competition’s important deadlines and a brief

farewell speech delivered by Chapter Chair Ananna

Hossain. The speakers also took the opportunity to

express their appreciation towards such an occasion,

the organizing committee and also the participants’

enthusiasm & engagement.

Event 25 : 2nd National 

CanSat Competition 2020 

Fall, 2020 – IEEE AESS BRACU SB announces with

IEEE BRACU SB, the commencement of one of its

most prestigious and distinguished event – National

CanSat Competition 2020. National CanSat

Competition emphasizes on practical knowledge

and experience. It provides incentives and

supplements challenges for enthusiasts to develop

their practical skills in regards to small-scale satellites

and portray them in self-built small-scale satellite

projects which would be demonstrated by the

participants in the event.

The first annual of the event, which was conducted

on official campus grounds, received immense

recognition and embraced engagement from a

large number of enthusiasts. Due to the sustaining

pandemic, the second annual of the competition

was executed and conducted online for the very first

time with an increased prize pool. Organized and

administered by the Chapter itself, the organizing

committee had also established collaboration with

LaSSET and partnership with UNICEF Bangladesh

and UNICEF Global. The Chapter had also dedicated

significant amount of effort and time in establishing

an affiliation with a very prominent corporate

organization – Akash DTH, who had agreed upon a

financial sponsorship of two of the Chapter’s most

prestigious events and contributed a very generous

fund grant. The event had also employed services

and expertise of numerous students embodying

different educational institutes from all over the

nation, in order to serve as Event Ambassadors.
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Due to online arrangements and scarcity of

practicality, teams were instructed to devise and

build a fully integrated 3D Model of a typical CanSat

with the help of a prescribed 3D Design Application.

On 5th December, the organizing committee

successfully arranged and conducted a workshop

pertaining to the event. The workshop addressed

different technical and procedural aspects,

demonstrated the practical operation of a typical

CanSat and also provided a platform for contestants

to put their queries and concerns forward. The

workshop was conducted by none other than BRAC

Onnesha Engineers – Mr. Abdulla Hil Kafi & Ms.

Raihana Islam Shams Antara. Subsequently, the initial

phase also called for CDR submissions from

registered teams. A total of 16 teams had signed up

for the competition and had lodged their

submissions.

The competition is still running. The final phase of

the competition will be summoning 8 teams as

finalists to an online presentation on the basis of

their submitted models. A judging panel is

appointed in order to oversee the presentations and

impart evaluation reports. Finally, winning teams will

be announced and awarded with the designated

prize money and winning certificates.

Event 26 : Webinar on “Demystifying 

Research Paper: Analysis and Proper Reuse” 

by Dr. Abu S.M. Mohsin

IEEE PES BRACU SBC along with IEEE BRACU SB

organized a webinar on “Demystifying Research

Papers: Analysis and Proper Reuse” on Thursday,

November 12th, 2020. The session was conducted

through “Google Meet” by Abu S.M. Mohsin, Assistant

Professor, Department of Electrical and Electronic

Engineering, Brac University. This webinar focused

on the importance of learning the basics of

analyzing research or conference papers in

university life for doing undergraduate research and

how to publish them in different journals and

conferences. Considering the importance of the

research, there were a significant number of

participants from different semesters and

departments of Brac University to learn from the

honorable speaker. At the very start of the session an

honorable speaker answered one of the most asked

questions about how to choose a topic for research

and what a research paper actually is. Speaker also

emphasizes brainstorming techniques to choose a

suitable topic and purpose of the research. Later, a

full structure of the conference paper was shown to

give a broader perspective among participants. The

importance of citing to avoid plagiarism and giving

proper credit to the author was also highlighted

throughout this session. So, the session was helpful

to give broad knowledge among students about

how to study a research paper; which aspects to go

through and which to skip while provided step by

step instructions on how to write a research paper

properly. Moreover, students were able to gather

knowledge on mentioning proper citations and

references to avoid unintentional plagiarism in their

research and how to generate new ideas from

existing research works. The importance of research

was also discussed with utmost priority as it helps to

increase critical thinking level, organizing and

leadership and technical skills. Later in the session,

the honorable speaker discussed the different

journal metrics that are used to measure, compare,

and often rank research and scholarly publications.

At the end, Asaduzzaman Abir, Chair, IEEE PES

BRACU SBC asked the participant to send their

questions regarding the Webinar and thanked the

speaker Abu S.M. Mohsin on behalf of IEEE BRACU

SB and its Counselor and ended the program.
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[Due to COVID-19 pandemic, most of the events of IEEE BRACU SB could not take place on 

campus and went totally online. Therefore, very few images of the events are available that 

took place on campus in the early 2020 when countrywide lockdown was not started.]
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Figure: Seminar Conducted by Dr. Mehdi Anwar and the Attentive Listeners

Figure: IEEE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN at BRACU Campus
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Figure: A Group  Photo  taken at IAP & AAP Meeting

Figure: Energypac CEO Rabiul Alam and Reverie Engr. Jilani with Crests
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Figure: COVID-19 Awareness Creating Program CCUC: 

Winner: Omar Tanzim Zahid

Figure: COVID-19 Awareness Creating Program CCUC: 

2nd Position: Tahseen Md. Nur

Figure: COVID-19 Awareness Creating Program CCUC: 

3rd Position: Noor -E- Sabrin Alim



Figure: 2019 & 2020 ExCom of IEEE BRACU SB in one frame.

2020 has been a dynamic & monumental year for IEEE BRACU SB, immersed with untarnished 

passion, perseverance, remarkable achievements and immense wisdom; a persisting 

embodiment and paradigm rooting from the endeavors and accomplishments of the 

Executive Committee of 2019. This message serves as homage to them and the preceding 

panels (since 2008) who have endorsed and fostered a pathway to glory. We convey our most 

profound gratitude and admiration.

2019 & 2020 ExCom of IEEE BRACU SB in one Frame
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